Above: Never one to waste his time, Scott Miller works diligently in the school library.

Right: Dennis Embry is the proud "papa" of twins, courtesy of his Family Living class. He had to take care of them for a week.
Senior Memories

1991-1992. The year the Senior class finally gets a chance to shine. Many thought that June 4, 1992 would never come fast enough. But soon we realized all the things we would be missing after graduation and just how much we'll miss the things that have been such a big part of our lives for the last four years. Suddenly we are doing the things we have been experiencing for the last time. Our last football and basketball homecomings, the Christmas dance, and Spirit Week became very important to us. Senior nights soon took on a special meaning and the idea of graduation soon began to sink in. Graduation plans; the ordering of announcements, caps and gowns; and college applications made graduation seem closer than ever. The craziness of applying to college and trying our best to pass the classes needed to graduate put a heavy burden on our shoulders. Being a Senior certainly does not come without responsibilities.

We have all developed very special friends over the years and the thought of what the future holds in store can be frightening. But we will always have the special and unique memories that only the class of 1992 can have. Yes, we have made an impression on Taylor High School, and we have made sure Taylor will never forget us. We are the class of 1992 and wherever our paths may lead us in the future there will always be the road that leads us back to our memories.

Smiling happily at Academic Awards Night, Janet Higdon and Mary Sturgil hold on to certificates received for being so helpful in the school cafeteria.
Above: What could be more fun for seniors than a sunny, loud afternoon pep rally?

Right: Jennifer Eyrich and Julie Rader compare knee and ankle soccer injuries.
Above: Happy to be in the library, Scott Miller tries to decide on a selection of newspapers.

Left: Hand grabbin’, Pat Chris
toman tries to get away from Jenni fer McCabe.
Above: Art class keeps Matt Martin busy. But his extra-ordinary art talent won him a full scholarship to Xavier University.

Right: Student aides Susan Kuhn and Brandy Niemeyer try to look involved.
Above: Turning on the speed, Kevin Hernist chases the soccer ball and heads down field.

Left: Letting the keyboard cool off, Amy Boone takes pencil in hand and jots some notes.
Above: Working carefully with thread and needle, Leslie Womack finishes a home economics project.

Right: Busy as usual, Jim Cook takes notes in class. Jim has no days absent in seven years at Taylor.
Above: Here's a happy young lady... the smiling Holly Scheffel.

Left: Student Body president Mike West looks over a magazine with his friend Jennifer Eyrich.
Above: "Say what?!" asks Kenny Steele at the Senior Party.

Right: It's a beautiful day for the Senior Picnic and it's enjoyed by Leilie Warmack, Michelle Gallagher, and Jennifer Haygood.
Above: Waiting patiently for the start of the Baccalaureate Service at Cleves Presbyterian Church, Jamie Fehrman, Marc Cordray, Jennifer Johnson and Cathy Adams relax and chat.
Above: Chris Olding gives us a big smile as he tries to wake up.

Right: Craig Lyons and Matt Martin celebrate the fact that they have finally been dressed for success!
Above: Reading at Baccalaureate, Student Body President Mike West delivers a poem called "Unity" to his classmates.

Left: Richard Dunn gets a laugh as Pat Christian tries to tackle Kirk Banta and get the frisbee.
Above: Wondering what to do next on his program, Casey Booth studies his computer.

Right: Pausing in their Senior Picnic fun are Jan McCaba, Marcil Green, Jen Haney, Carin Thiemann, and Carrie Hughes.